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To Better the 
Insulation Industry 

Providing Primary & Secondary Weatherization Continuing 
Education to Job Corps Since 2017 

Department of Labor Approved for Construc5on Trades

Primary Insulation Coursework Secondary Insulation Coursework 
Entry and Intermediate Coursework 

6 modules, 60 Exam Questions 
Entry Level Coursework 

3 modules, 30 Exam Questions 

OVER 2,700 STUDENTS TRAINED! 

How to Bring HPIP’s Primary or Secondary Coursework 
to Your Center 

Our Prices Per Student • Email training@hpipros.org to register as an approved center
• Establish the number of learners to be enrolled
• Connect us to your purchasing department for setup
• Instructor orientation provided by HPIP
• Instructors successfully complete coursework prior to enrolling 

students

• Students begin taking insulation coursework
• Instructors must attend a live workshop within 6 months of platform 

registration

Secondary Coursework 
$99 

Primary Coursework 

<20 =  $150 
21-50  = $125
51-100  =  $99

101+ = $90 
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Frequently Asked Questions About HPIP's Insulation 
Coursework For Job Corps
Question: How much does it cost to bring the 
HPIP Primary Insulation Coursework to my center? 

Answer: As of June 1, 2020 we will be offering scaled 
pricing for the Primary Coursework and a flat rate of $99 
per student for the Secondary Coursework. 

Scaled Primary Coursework Pricing Per Student: 

<20 students $150 

21-50 students $125 

51-100 students $99 

101+ students $90 

Question: What are the requirements for Job 
Corps instructors to teach with this coursework? 

Answer: HPIP requires that any instructor that will be 
utilizing and training students with the coursework must 
take and pass the coursework themselves first. Six 
months after initial implementation of the coursework at 
your center, those instructors are required to attend a 
live hands-on insulation training workshop that HPIP 
hosts. We will work with your center on arranging travel 
and lodging accommodations. 

Question: How long does it take to complete the 
Primary Insulation Coursework? 

Answer: The Primary Insulation Coursework is rigorous 
in its content, but is flexible in how each center can 
implement it. Some centers work the content into a 4 
week program, and others have adjusted their 
curriculum to fit an 8 week program. 

Question: How long does it take to complete the 
Secondary Insulation Coursework? 

Answer: The Secondary Insulation Coursework generally 
takes 2 weeks to complete depending on your center’s 
classroom structure. 

Question: Does HPIP offer the insulation 
coursework in Spanish or any other languages? 

Answer: HPIP is working to develop our coursework in 
Spanish to eliminate the language barriers that many 
students and insulation installers face in this industry. 
We will be offering this in the future. 

Question: How do we use HPIP’s insulation 
coursework? 

Answer: HPIP’s Primary and Secondary Insulation 
Coursework are hosted in our online learning 
management system and completely web-based with 
the exception of some supplemental reading materials. 
Once your order is processed, our staff will work with 
your instructors and give a short tutorial on how to use 
the system and add students. 

Question: Do seats expire? 
Answer: No, seats do not expire. If you don’t use all of 
the seats you purchased for this year, they will roll over 
to the next. If you ever need to pause your use of the 
coursework temporarily for any reason, those seats will 
be there when you decide to go live again. 

Question: Is there a minimum or maximum of seats 
that can be purchased? 

Answer: We prefer not to sell less than 20 seats of the 
Secondary Coursework at a time. With our price change 
effective on June 1, 2020 it will be more affordable for 
your center to purchase more than 20 seats of the 
Primary Coursework at a time. There is no maximum 
amount of seats that you can purchase at a time. 

If you have questions about HPIP's Primary or 
Secondary Insulation Coursework, contact us! 

training@hpipros.org  | 800-484-6471


